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foreword
In
conducting the research described in
this report,
the
investigators
adhered to the "Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals," prepared by the Committee on Care and Use of
Laboratory
Animals of the Institute of Laboratory
Animal
Resources,
National Research Council (DHEW Publication No. (NIH)
78-23, Revised 1978).
The investigators
have abided by the National Institutes of
Health
Guidelines for Research Involving
Recombinant
DNA
Molecules
(April
1982)
and the
Administrative
Practices
Supplements.
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Summary Progress Peeort
A.

Introduction and Oerview

The results described in the following final summary progress
report cover the term of the contract 1 December 1982 through 31
July 1986 inclusive.
During this period we have focused on four
primary goals as described in the original proposal.
These were:
Identification and mapping of Antigenic Determinants on the LCI•V
glycoproteins.
Cloning the genomic S RNA of LCMV which contains the
protein genes.

structural

"Determination of the amino acid sequence of the

viral polypeptides from the cDNA sequence.
Synthesis of peptides corresponding to regions of the viral
polypeptides of predicted structural and/or antigenic irportance.

p
.

lWe have accomplished the stated goals and in
addition have
performed comparative analyses of LaV,
Lassa related and
Pichinde viruses at the protein level by peptide mapping and at
the sequence level.
These studies are important to assess the
degree of strnctural similarity among viruses of the group and to
predict areas of potential functional or immunological interest.
These studies,
as well as others enumerated in
this progress
report,
are described in detail in 24 accompanying publications
(Appendix 1).
In
other studies of interest to this contract we have developed
techniques for detecting viral genetic material and gene products
in
sectioned organs and tissues of whole animals and in
collaboration with Dr.
Oldstone have followed tha expression of
these viral
"footprints" during the course of persistent LC:*IV
infection.
The
clearance
effect
of
virus-directed
immunomodulation on infection was also studied using cloned Tlymphocytes.
In collaboration with Yves Riviere and M.B.A.
Oldstone,
genetic
reassortant
strains
of LC,1V were made using
the
mouse
neurovirulent Arm strain and the guinea pig lethal WE strain in
order to study the viral genes involved in virulence.
:he L-RNA
encoded gene product,
presumably the viral 'RNA polyterase,
was
found to be reauired to produce fatal hemorrhagic
fiver-like
disease ,n the guinea pig, while the S-?R•n was shown tc determine
neuro-endocrine
virulence
in
the mouse.
Using these same
reassortant viruses it
was also shown that vi;-suecific
cytotoxic r lymphocytes (CTL) recognize determinants coded on the
S-RNA of the virus.
Finally,
using sequence information which has become available
for several arenaviruses durina the past 2 years (8,9,10), we are
able to make precise comparisons between virulent and avirulent
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and Old and New World strains,
and will propose in
unifying approaches to their diagnosis and control.

this contract

An

important consideration in a project sach as this is
whether
the basic information we derive in the laboratory will be
applicable to studies of the epidemiology aiid pathogenesis of the
To increase the probability of success
relevant human pathogens.
of this cross-fertilization we have hosted a senior USAMRIID
in our laboratory on a
Dr.
Peter B. Jahrling,
investigator,
working sabbatical leave during 1985.
Dr.
Jahrling has worked
actively on several of the projects to be described
in
the
detailed report presented below,
but more imporant to the long
term goals of USAMRIID is the fact that Dr. Jahrling has acquired
significant skills in the areas of molecular immunology
(i.e.,
antipeptide and anti ID approaches),
and molecular biology
(DNA
and RNA analysis and in situ hybridization with oligonucleotide
probes).
We are confident that Dr.
Jahrling will incorporate
these new skills and approaches into his work at USAMRIID, and we
will welcome proposals for additional sabbatical or exchange
visits of this kind during the next contract period.

*

'TI

B. Molecular biolcqv cf LCM virus:
sequencing the LCM.V RNAs

studies based on cloning and

During the previous contract period we
progress in the following areas:

have

made

significant

cDNA cloning and sequencing of LCMV (Armstrong strain) genomic L
and S RNA segments.
The entire S segment has been cloned and
sequenced and approximately 50% of the L segment has been cloned
and sequenced.

%

Identification
highly-specific
technologies.

of protein coding regions and development of new
antibody reagents based on synthetic peptide

Development of region specific and strand specific hybridization
probes to monitor replication and transcription in both acute and
persistent infections.
Analysis by in situ hybridization to whole body sections,
of the
distribution
of LC'V genetic material in persistently
infected
mice.
Construction of complete cD!NA genes for LC:c: NP
construction of LCIV-vaccinia reccmbinant viruses.
Use of genetic reassortants of LC:¶
disease.
1)

and

GP-C

and

to analyze mclacular basis of

cDOIA Cloning and Sequencing

We have generated overlapping cDOIA clones that cover the entire
genomic S-RNA segment of LCMV and have determined the nucleotide
of the S RNA segment from these clones
(Appendix 2).

Ssequence

7

i
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Much

of the sequence has actually been derived from independent,

overlapping clones and this provides a high degree of confidence
of the
that the composite sequence is truly representative
population of viral RNAs.
In the course of characterizing cDNA clones to cover the carboxyl
we examined one clone that appeared to include
terminus of GP-2,
the GP-C translation termination signal and the intergenic
nucleotide sequencing revealed that
However,
hairpin region.
this clone contained a small deletion that removed the A residue
from the UGA termination codon and part of the hairpin region.
from an in vitro cloning
most probably,
This clone results,
artifact but does have several interesting properties that merit
an
As a result of the deletion,
further investigation.
twenty amino acids would be added to the terminus of
additional
The normal terminus of GP-2 contains the amino acids Lys,
GP-2.
Arg, Arg COOH, and we have previously shown (Buchmeier et al., J.
Virol., submitted) that the cleavage of the GP-C precursor to the
Arg
mature GP-l and GP-2 glycoproteins occurs at adjacent Arg,
There are no other pairs of
position 262-263 in GP-C.
residue,
we might predict
Therefore,
adjacent Arg residues within GP-C.
were
products
if
the extended primary translation
that
synthesized, then cleavage could occur by a process equivalent to
that would remove the extra 20 amino
the GP-l/GP-2 cleavage
.acids.
.4
into SV40
We have cloned the extendAd GP-C gene (called GP-X)
based plasmid vectors and are about to initiate gene transfer

experiments.

We

are synthesizing a peptide that corresponds to

the additional amino acids at the carboxyl terminus and antibody
to this peptide will be helpful in monitoring expression of this
This antibody will also be used to examine acutely and
gene.
persistently infected cell cultures to explore the possibility
that our cDONA clone may represent a normal (minor) mR±IA and that
GP-2 may
depending on cleavage,
different forms of GP-C and,
exist during virus infections.
The reconstructed cDNA genes will also be useful for in situ
gene-specific
hybridization studies as they will provide long,
for
probes which should increase the sensitivity of detection
viral nucleic acids.
similar to
The general organization of the LCIV-Arm genome is
LC4.V-WE (10) and Lassa
that reported for Pichinde virus (PV) (3),
and the ambisense character of the arenavirus genomic S segments
to be
proposed by Auperin and Bishop (8,11) seems now•
first
All the information so far
(Figure 1).
firmly established
for the L segment suggests that this is a conventional
available
We have cloned and sequenced 3.4 kb
negative-sense genomic RITA.
are
currently screening an extensive
and
from the L segment
for additional L sequences.
collection of new cDNA clones
estimates for L put the length 'zetween 7 and 9 kb
Different
30-50%
indicazina that our available sequence information covers
of the L sequence.

111
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number

of potential Lassa cDIIA clones have been prepared

but

Dr.
Kathryn Wright
none has yet been definitively identified.
Buchmeier) has been learning the
fellow with Dr.
(postdoctoral
techniques of RY'A electrophoresis, transfer and hybridization and
The approach will
is now ready to begin screening these clones.
be to label plasmid DNAs in vitro by Nick translation and
prepared with the Lassa L
hybridize dot blots and RNA gel filters
LCIV probes and purified viral RNAs
and S genomic RNA segments.
will be used as appropriate for positive and negative controls.
2)
Identification of Protein Coding Regions
Computer analysis of the nucleotide sequences

has

identified

(i.e.,
translational open
potential protein coding regicns
reading frames) and predicted the amino acid sequences for these
(typically
have synthesized short peptides
proteins.
We
containing 12-25 amino acid residues) from different regions of
anti-peptide
potential proteins and used polyclonal
rabbits to determine reactivities with
antisera
raised in
(12).
purified virion proteins in Western blotting experiments
we have assigned protein coding regions to actual
In
this way,
viral proteins and established that the gene order on the S-RNA
We have also
GP-l 5' (Figure 2).
is
3'
NP,
GP-2,
segment
We have
reagents to recognize the L protein.
developed the first
characterized antipeptide antisera raised against predicted amino
acid residues that detect a single high molecular weight protein
200,000 daltons) in Western blots of purified
(approximately
(Figure 3).
A number of other L-derived
virion proteins
antipeptide antisera are being characterized with respect to
viral protein recognition,
but we will have to wait for
completion of the cloning and sequencing to resolve whether any
other proteins are encoded by the genomic L segment.

Sthese

.4

3)

Region and Strand Specific Hybridization Probes

We have used cDNA clones derived from the NP and GP coding
regions to analyze RNAs from acutely and persistently infected
cells.
The nick-translation procedure (13) for labelling DNA
results
in
equal incorporation of radioisotope into both DNA
strands
- such probes detect all viral RPA homologous to the
We have
probe but yield no information on polarity (Figure 4).
therefore
sub-cloned many of the LCMV cDNAs into SP6-plasmid
(RNA)
probes
strand-specific
vectors
in
order to synthesize
This recently described technique works with good
(14,15).
efficiency to generate in vitro labelled RIA probes which can be
We have been able to verify that
used to examine RNA polarities.
the NP mRNA is complementary t- the genome and that the putative
(Figure
GP mRNA is in the same reading sense as the genonic RNA
5).
During acute infection of tissue culture cells we can also
significant amounts of the full-length genomic
demonstrate
W;e estimate
replication interm.ediate RUA.
complementary (GC),
that there may be approximately equivalent amounts of this fulllength genomic complementary RNA and full-length genomic RITA at
(Figure 5).
The relative
the time of peak virus production
abundanlce of the full-length GC RIIA can be probably explained by
9
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GP m RtA

Fic~ure I
Proposed Transcription and Replication Scheme for the Lc:.'iV
The genomic sense (GS) PITA from, the
Genomic S RNA Segmentvirion is transcribed into a genom4i.c co-mplementary (GC) NP rnRNA
which apparently terminates in a hairpin region betw;een the lip
and GP coding reg -ions. De novo, synthesis of lip -may melt the
hairnin structure to allow synthesis of a full-length GC RITA
which would then function as a replication intermediate for the
Transcription of the GC RNA
synt-hesis of progeny CS PJTAs.
generates the genormic sense GP mPRUA which a,,,ain apparentjy
The two sub-genomic
terminates in the central hairpin region.
-mR_'IAs and the full-length GC R~NA are readily detectable in
acutely infect:ed cells by hybridi~zaticn with. nick- tran.slation
probes or .At~h strand-specific riboprobes (see Fiqu~res 4 and 5).

Iar

Ile do not yet know whether the 5ends 04 the mRNAs coincide with

lie internal to the 31 ends of the full-length GS and CC RNiAs.
10

Coding Assignment's LCMV S-RNA
RVV

-...-. j(3375 bases)

vsRNAj
5

3

Polypeptide

NP '558aa)
N

POp O.do
Anti-Peptide

48a

OccN
4 : 4 -4 r 23,-

2. d

NVP

9

GP-2

~5
GP- I

Flqgure 2.
Sun ary of strategy which has resulted In definitive
a ssignment of the gene order of the LC~rr S-RZIA.
Peptides were
synthýes'zed which corresponded to the amino acid sequencas
of
and GP-C as indicated.
Ant~.sera were raised to each peptide ,,Ip
in
ra'bits and the raactiv-ity of each with bonafide
viral, Proteins
is shown.

Identification of an L-RNA
encoded gene product
virus
LCMV
PV
P9g/ lane-e4 8 1632 432

.31

ýNP

[%

Peptide 39=NEKVFEESEYFRLC
(L 174-187)

Figure 3.
A sequence representing amino acids 174-187 of the
LC.*-V L-RNA onen raading frame was synthesized and antib-odv 'made
in rabbits. Tihe resulting antibody reacted speci-pically with two
polypeptides or approximately 165 and 1^00 kd.
The antibody was
srecific for LCeIV and did not react* with Pichinde
ia
P)
Reactivity was blocked by incubation in the 'presence of I ug Of
free peptide.
This is a direct denonstra:c
=
nL.VLRI
encoded gene p-roduct and presumably represent5 the virion MIA
pollmerase.
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GP SPROBES
A

I
d

C

WE/A

JPp0
GP.

-

Owego

mRNA

GS

NT

GC

Figure 5. Hybridization analysis with strand-specific probes to
LC:*IV RNAs in acutely infected tissue culture cells.
A

LCrIV-Arrn inf ected total cell RNA

C

Control

W/A

Two independent reassortant viruses wit~h

uninfected BHK cell RNA
the

genotype

WE-L and Ar-a-S
Th e f ilIter was hybridized sequentially with a double-stranded
I.ni.Ck t ranslated probe u;,asrand-specif-c
geo~
sense probe

(GS) and a stranid-specific genomic complementary (GC.) probe.
All
the probes cover the same region of the GP gene. The GS probe
only detects the full-length genornic complementary (replication
interzediate) R!NA, whereas the GC probe detects both, the fulllengt~h genomic S-PITA segment and the presumptive GP m.R2VA.
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for this RNA to
the requirement
glycoprotein C mRNA synthesis (11).

serve

as

a

template

foz

we have not been able to detect any L derived RNA
ro date,
species that are shorter than the full-length, but, until we have
cloned probes representative of the entire L segment,
we cannot
completely rule out the possibility that small RNAs may be
present.
We have established from sequencing and hybridization
experiments that the portion of the L segment,
linked by antipeptide antisera to the 200 kd protein,
generates a transcript
which is complementary to the genomic L RNA.
4)

In situ Hybridization

We have developed a technique for in situ hybridization to whole
mouse sections
in
order to monitor the distribution of LCMV
genetic material during the establishment and maintenance of
persistent infections in vivo.
A detailed ac.•ount of this work
has been published (Nature 312, 555-558, 1984) and we have gained
substantial
new insight
into the process of
persistence.
Individual animals show remarkable similarity in the distribution
of LCMV genetic material and a general trend emerges that,
with
increasing
age,
the animals show reductions
in
titers
of
infectious virus that can be recovered from serum or disrupted
tissues but show tremendous increases in LCNV RNA levels in
tissues (Figure 6).
The sectioning technique has the potential
to reveal viral RNA in unexpected locations and by cutting
sections from a given animal at a variety of depths we can insure
sampling of all major organs (Figure 7).
In studies beyond the
scope of this contract,
we are characterizing the sequence
content of the RNAs that accumulate in vivo during persistent
infections and should eventually be able to formulate a molecular
explanation for persistence and estimate the involvement (if any)
of defective interfering viral genomes.
5)
Construction of Complete NP and GP cDNA Genes and Subsequent
Expression from Vaccinia Virus Vectors.
Using restriction sites that are common to overlapping clones we
have begun the process of joining different clones together to
create complete genes.
For GP, we have joined 3 different clones
to form a continuous sequence that covers all of GP-l and 60% of
GP-2. For NP, two clones have provided the complete gene sequence
and these have been combined in a straightforward manner.
In collaboration with Drs.
Lindsay Whitton and Michael Oldstone
at Scripps,
we have inserted the partial GP-C gene (aa 1-360) of
LC'IV-Arm
and the complete GP-C of LCMV-WE into a vaccinia virus
expression vector (16,17).
Following infection with the LC,1V-GPC/vaccinia
recombinant virus there is detectable synthesis of a
GP-C
related protein but immunofluorescence
analysis shows
substantially more cytoplasmic than surface accumulation of this
protein, suggesting that inefficient transport of the recombinant
GP-C to the cell surface occurs.
Nonetheless,
the recombinant
vaccinia
infected cells were lysed efficiently in vitro in
a

15

Figure 6.

Accumulation of viral RNA sequences during the course

All animals were
of LCIMV persistent infections in BALB/w mice.
infected at birth with LCMV (60 PFU given by intracerebral
The
injection) and then were sacrificed at the indicated times.
in situ hybridization with an S cpecific probe was performed as
At day 5, four individual animals showed
described previously.
of
no detectable hybridization signal despite having high titers
at day
infectioug virus in most tissues (e.a., brain, mean 'iter
By day 15 and onwards, all three animals at
x 10• PFU/g).
5:6
each time point show significant and highly reproducible
in
At day 180 the mean titer
accumulation 2f viral nucleic acid.
brain: 1 x 10 PFU/g.
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S RNA
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Whole body in situ hybridization and histopathologic
Figure 7.
of
a single section taken from a 19-20 day pregnant
analysis
adult BALB/WEHI mouse persistently infected with lymphocytic
This female mouse had been mated
choriomeningitis virus (LCM•V).
situ
In
male.
persistently infected BALB/;IEHI
a
with
=probe
589-bp
cDNA
a
cloned
using
was
performed
hybridization
deri4d from the L-P-A segment of the viral genome (4 x 106 c-M
of 1 vx
activity"•
specific'•
P-labeleg nick-translated probe,
of_
show¢ed
Other ex-eri.-.en-.s
10• to 5 x 10• cpm/ug DNA was used).
that the hybridization signal was specific for LC:.'.". nucleic acid
there was no
and could be eliminated by Rl;ase pretreatment;
Tw;o
signal vith hybridization to tissues from uninfected mice.
is
a
There
er~ryos can be observed in the stained section.
strong hybridization signal from the central ne-",,ous tissues of
h
and the liver (L), brain (B), and thynus ()o
em~l, 1(Fl)
(H) Heart; (L) liver; 'El) embryo 1; (E2) embryo
pregnant mouse.
2.
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A

standard 5 3 Cr release assay by populations of H-2 restricted,
This result
cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs).
LCMV-specific
suggests that although we did not use a complete GP-C gene the
sequences contained within the partial gene included a major
recognition
site for LCMV specific CTLs and that surface
detection of antigens is much more sensitive in
CTL killing
assays than in immunofluorescence studies.
Using the truncated
GP-C gene (containing amino acids 1-363) and further carboxylterminal truncations,
Dr.
Lindsay Whitton has begun to map
epitopes recognized by CTLs using populations of spleen cells and
also with H2 restricted,
LCMV-Lpecific CTL clones that have been
derived in Dr.
Oldstcne's laboratory.
We have performed a first
series of pilot experiments to determine whether protection
against lethal LCMV-WE challenge is conferred by immunization
with the LCMV-Vacc.
recombinant.
Nine guinea pigs
were
inoculated intradermally with l00 pfu of two different vaccinia
constructs.
Three weeks after inoculation representative animals
were bled,
and four of each group as well as two vaccinia wild
type and LCMV-Arm wild type infected guinea pigs were challenged
with 200 pfu of LC4rV-WE.
All of the vaccinia construct and wild
type infected animals died 11-14 days later of typical LCMIV-WE
disease.
As in
previous experiments,
the LCMV-Arm
immunized
controls
survived
WE challenge and had high
titers
of
neutralizing antibody.
The second half of the LCMV-Vacc.
inoculated groups have been reirmunized with a second dose of
each of their appropriate constructs and will be followed to
detect rise in anti-LCMV antibody for an additional month prior
to challenge.
We will continue to assess additional LCMVVaccinia
constructs for protective efficacy and are at the
present time with Drs.
Whitton and Oldstone preparing additional
recombinants containing
full length and a series of truncated
lengths of LCIMV-Arm GP-C.
These recombinants
will be made
available
to Fort Detrick investigators if we are able to show
protection in the WE challenge protocol.
C.
Use of Genetic Reassortants of LCV to
Basis of Disease

Analyze

Molecular

We have collaborated with Drs.
Yves Riviere and Michael Oldstone
to produce genetic reassortants of LCXV which have been used to
analyze
the genetic basis of pathogenesis.
Although these
stlidies were not formally a part of this contract,
the findings
impact on our approaches
and our thinking with regard to
arenavirus
virulence.
These experiments are documented in
the
accompanying manuscripts (Riviere et al., J.
immunol.
136:304;
Southern et al.,
Cold Spring Harbor Vaccines
a6,
in
nress;
Riviere et al.,
Virology 142:175;
J.
Virol.
35-3:966; J. .'irol.
55:704), therefore the findings will merely be summarized briefly
here.
Genetic reassortants between the LC-.-Arm and WE strains were
made by mixed infection of BHK cells.
Selected isolates were
cloned,
and their genotypes with respect to the L and S segment
derivations
were characterized by monoclonal antibcdy and cD,4A
hybrid*zation analysis.
Clones of the genotype Arm/Arm,
WE,'WE,
18

Arm/WE and WE/Arm (where the notation indicates L/S RNA segments
respectively)
were
identified
and
re-cloned
to
ensure
homogeneity.
Only isolates of the genotype WE/WE (parental) and
WE/Arm (reassortant) were found to cause lethal disease in the
guinea pig.
The Arm/Arm (parental) and Arm/WE (reassortant)
clones caused no disease.
Thus in the guinea pig model the L
segment is associated with virulence.
Production of disease is
also dependent upon host species.
It was shown that the S
segment of LCMV-Arm is responsible for determining neuroendocrine
tropism in
the C3H mouse.
Cytotoxic T-lymphocytes which are
important in
acute LCMV CNS disease apparently recognize a
product of the S-RNA since CTL with specificity for LC14V-Arm were
only able to kill
cells replicating the S segment of that virus.
Whether
the
target of CTL is
a viral
glycoprotein
or
nucleoprotein was not resolved by these experiments since both
are encoded on S.
The implication of these studies to this contract
is
twofold.
First,
any" vaccine should strive to maintain high levels of
expression
of the S encoded gene products because of their
demonstrated
importance in both CTL and neutralizing antibody
responses.
Second,
any effort to control or systematically
attenuate virulent Lassa virus must address changes in the L-RNA
segment.
These could conceivably be accomplished
through
targeted or site directed mutagenesis or as we have demonstrated
with LCMV, through the construction of reassortants containing
the surface proteins of virulent Lassa and the L gene of an
attenuated strain or of another arenavirus.
Clearly a detailed
knowledge of the L gene and its
products is
important to
understand virulence and attempt through rational means to modify
it.
D.

Structural Analysis of LC:V and Other Arenaviral Pol'.-mentides

1.

Epitope mapping of the LCMV glycoproteins:
a type common neutralizing antigenic site.

Identification of

We have used a panel of over 40 monoclonal antibodies against the
LCIMV glycoproteins (and over 100 against NP) to characterize
the
viral structures targeted by neutralizing antibody.
Surveys of a
large number of the monoclonals in our library were done in order
to identify those with neutralizing capacity in the absence of
additional effectors such as the complement system (C') or antiIg reagents.
Six such neutralizing monoclonals were found,
all
of which reacted with GP-l.
Using these and other !Ab against
GP-l and GP-2, topographical relationships were established among
antigenic sitas (epitcpes) on the envelope glycoproteins of LCMV.
Fourteen purified MAb were radiolabeled and used as prcbes in
a
solid pnase competition binding assay
(Table
-,
Figure 8).
Epitopes on GP-1 were found to cluster in four antigenic domains
as summarized
in
Table 2.
Five neutralizing •.Ab
raiLed by
immunization with the WE strain of LCV:
reactad within a single
epitope ter-med GP-lA.
This epitope was present on all of the 4
commonly used laboratory strains of LCIV (Armstrong,
WE,
Trauo
and Pasteur).
A second epitope, termed GP-IB, was characterized
19
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Figure 8. Cccpet-ltive binding assays with. LCM!V neutrali--inq
moncclonal antibodies.
The following '!ab were iodinated for use
as prob'es,
Panel A, WEE-258.4; panel B, WNE-197.1; panel C, ;.E36.1; panel D, WE-6.2; panel -Z, %'E-40.3 and panel F, 2-11.1o.
Radiolabeled mon-clcnals were rnixed with tenfold serial dilutions
of unlabeled cc=-eti-:czr and b inding measured on LCI-~(panl
A-E)
or Arm (panel F) coated wells.
Unlabeled Ccrpet:.ng
antibodies were WE-2553.4 (C)
WE-197.1 (M)
WE-36.l (A), iqE-

6.2 (A)

WE-40. 3

(v,2-11.10

WE-67. 5 (~,WE-la. a ()'and
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(0)

WE-327.3 (iWE-2.9 (X )

guinea pig-antiLCIW (a

Table 2

SU" "MARY OF C07M1PETITIOIN RIA DATA
Inhibition of Binding by Un!beled Competing Antilbo.dy *

GP.2

GM.
Caa',~
ci 0 ?-

WE.35.1

+

VwE.2!9.4

+

VWE- 19 7.1

+

WE, 6.2
WE-40.3
WE.32 7. 3
WE.2.9
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WE-33.6
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@
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> 80% inhibition bi, unlabeled antlibody.
O 40-80", inhibition by unlabeled antib-1Ody
0

<40%. inhibition biY u-niabeled atbd

**AdditiJonal

a ntib-odies.

jGP.1

.10000

ARM. 9.7.9

*0

Site

0 0
t1

WE.I .a

WE. 11.4

(Mc

:.!Ab were inci~:dcd as unlabelcd ccro*tito

P2o

GP2.3
G?ZtC

A
by a group of MAb which were very weakly or non-neutralizing.
subset of these GP-lB antibodies partially inhibited binding to
thus these epitopes are probably topographically
site GP-lA,
GP-lC, was also non-neutralizing, and in
A third site,
linked.
contrast to GP-lA and B was a denaturation resistant sequential
Antibodies to site GP-lB enhanced the
antigenic determinant.
binding to site GP-lC presumably through a conformatioral change
the GP-l molecule induced by binding of the GP-lB monoclonal
in
may prove desirable to build such positive
It
9).
(Figure
cooperative binding strategies into a potential vaccine provided
as they
that the structural perturbations can be well defined,
In add 4 tion to the type common neutralizing site GP-lA
are here.
we found a second neutralizing site termed GPdescribed above,
lD, which was confined to the Arm strain of virus and mapped near
Site GP-lD appeared on the basis of
but not at site GP-lA.
analysis of Rat-Rat hybridomas to be an immunodominant site on
Arm in that animal suggesting that neutralizing antibody response
has a component of species specificity.
Analysis of GP-2 revealed 3 poorly resolved binding sites which
GP-2A was defined by two
B and C (Figure 10).
we termed GP-2A,
while GP-2B and C represented the
antibodies WE-83.6 and 33.6,
These observations are of
binding sites of 1 antibody each.
The 5 MAb defining sites GP-2A,
interest beyond the LCTMV system.
Mozambique
B and C all reactpd with the African arenavirus,
and the 3 MAb against site GP-2A also reacted with Lassa
(Mopea)
and Pichinde suggesting that this site is conserved on both New
We have subsequently tested
and Old World arenaviruses (3,18).found
on additional viruses by immunofluorescence
MAb WE-33.6
Pichinde,
Ilopea,
Lassa,
that it reacts positively with LCM4V,
Tacaribe, Amapari and Parana.
Finally, we have used our competition binding assay to define the
recognized in a polyclonal guinea pig antibody response
epitcpes
Guinea pigs were immunized by primary infection with
to LC.MV.
1000 pfu of LCMV-Arm followed 4 weeks later with a challenge dose
These guinea pigs developed PRD5s
of 5 ug purifiedi LC.MV-WE i.v.
of neutralizing antibody averaging 1/4217 and 1/3544
titers
measured against LCMV-Arm and WE respectively and were solidly
Polyclonal IgG was purified rom these
immune to WE challenge.
neutralizing antisera and used as both competitor anC ( 1 5I probe
As shown in Figure 11 and Table 3,
the competition assay.
in
against
this polyclondl anti-LC:,IV IgG was directed predominantly
of
This observation is
the GP-1A major neutralizing epitope.
1) because it points out the limited
interest for two reazons:
by the
of antigens on GP-l that are reccgnized
spectrum
because an ernaivalent
and 2)
response,
polyclonal antibody
and
schedule with LC*V has been shown by Jahrling
immunization
colleagues (personal conmunication) to result in soliid -rotection
against Lassa challenge in guinaa pigs and mcn;<eys.
The observation of a major conserved neutralizina determinant on
the GP-l protein of LC:V suggests that this model might be an
excellent system in which to explore the feasibility of an antiWe are uniquely prepared to approach
idiotypic vaccine approacn.
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9.
Cc-,net itI've binding assays with 1 2-11--labeled nonneutralizing norncclo'nal anti4A bdies WE-2.9 (A),
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E
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Figure 10.
Competitive binding assays With 12 5:-1abeled GP-2
specific monoclonal antibodies WE-33.6 (AWE-63.6 (B), 9-7.9
(C) and IIE-Il.4 (D).
Unlabeled competin
nibde
rej*
(A), WE-83.6 (A) , 9-7.9 (0), WE-ll.4 (0) and WE-57.6 (W and were
used in a serially 10 fold dilution on ;WOE 311cstrate.
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E

Logt, lIAb Dilution

25 I-labeled
Figure
11.
Competitive binding assays using
polyclonal guinea pig-anti LCMV IgG.
Assays were perfcrm~ed on
bot.' LC0IV~-W4E ()and
rm(B) substrates without prior disrupt4 on.
Unlabeled co=meting antib-odies are all GP-i specii
anIr
represented by thle symbols as givern: WE-25a. ; (3), WE-l97.l1,

TIE-2.9 (X), -WE -67.5

(0), WE-18. 8 (77,
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and guinea

ig-0cr

anti LC:.v

this question in the coming project period since we have well
characterized mono- and polyclonal anti-LCMV antibodies, and cDNA
clones,
and are intimately familiar with all of the available
LCMV biological model systems.
This approach will be discussed
more fully in the experimental protocols for the next project
period.
An effort will also be made in collaboration with Dr.
Jahrling

to use the techniques we have defined to quantitate the

epitope

specific

responses

of

humans

to

Lassa

using

collection of human plasmas from convalescent patients and
monoclonals derived elsewhere.

2.

Molecular architecture of the GP-C precursor:

As

mentioned

his
Lassa

Use of synthe-tic peptides and antibodies to define gene order and cleavage.
briefly in section B2,

we have

used

antibodies

against synthetic peptides corresponding to defined sequences on
the NP and GP-C genes to map the genes on the S-RNA segment.
We

have also used these reagents to precisely identify the GP-l/GP-2

junction on GP-C and to identify the cleavage signal.
Additional
studies are in progress to define the linear sequences of GP-C
which correspond to binding sites of neutralizing and other
antibodies and to attempt to define stretches of amino acids
which are recognized by cytotoxic and helper T cells.
All of these manipulations have a common basis in our ability to
efficiently produce synthetic peptides corresponding to specific
sequences deduced from cDNA analysis.
Peptides were synthesized
by solid phase chemistry using an Applied Biosystems model 430A
peptide synthesizer (funded in part by this contract).
Coupling
efficacy was monitored by ninhydrin analysis at each cycle and
homogeneity of the hydrogen fluoride cleaved product was assessed
by analytical
HPLC on a VYDAK reverse phase C-18 column.
Coupling efficiency was usually greater than 98% per cycle and
70% or more of the cleaved product of a typical 12-16 residue
peptide eluted as a single HPLC peak.
Peptides were coupled to Keyhole Limpet Hemocyanin (KLH) via free
sulfhydryl groups of cysteine using the bifunctional reagent MBS
(M-Maleimidobenzoyl
N-hydroxysuccinimide
ester).
KLH-peptide
conjugates were emulsified in Freund's Adjuvant, and rabbits were
immunized 3 times at biweekly intervals.
Ten days after the
third immunization a boosting dose of 100 ug of free peptide
adsorbed on alum was given intraperitoneaily.
Sera were obtained
starting I week later and assayed by ELISA against free virus and
against viral proteins.
Specificity of anti-viral responses was
demonstrated by inhibition of anti-viral reactivity by free
peptide.
Initially synthetic peptides were made corresponding t_ several
regions of the S and L-RNAs of LCMV with the aim of first
deiining the coding assignments of these regions and as a first
step toward studying their functional and biological properties.
Seven peptides were chosen from the S-RNA (see Figure 2) and one
from the L-RNA and antibody was produced.
Results of these
immunizations and the specificity of the resultant antibodies are
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summarized in

Table 3.
Table 3

SUMMARY RESULTS OF ANTI-PEPTIDE IMMUNIZATION
Elisa Titer

Polypeptide
Specificity
(Method)

Peptide

Rabbit #

GP-C 59-79

7542
7543
8827

16,000
16,000
16,000

64
16
4

GP-C 62-71

789
790

75,000
75,000

5
-

GP-l
GP-I

GP-C 228-239

791
792

15,000
78,000

5
-

GP-I (WB)
NIL

GP-C 272-285

797
798

3,125
3,125

25
25

GP-2 (WB)
GP-2 (WB)

GP-C 378-391 9257
9258

260,000
16,003

Anti-peptidel

Anti-viral2

64
-.......-- 64 -

GP-1 (IP,
GP-1 (IP,
GP-1 (IP,

WB)
WB)
WB)

(WB)
(WB)

GP-2 (WB)
GP-2 (WB)

NP

132-145 2159
2160

15,000
15,000

ND
ND

NP (WB)
NP (WB)

NP

454-462 2165
2166

625
3,125

ND
ND

NP (WB)
NP (WB)

L

174-187 8821
8822

260,000
260,000

64
16

P 180+165 (WB)
P 180+165 (WB)

1

Anti-peptide titer
measured on microtiter wells coated with
0.1 nmol of peptide.

2

Anti-viral titers
measured on microtiter wells coated with 1.0
ug of purified LCNV-Arm.

3

IP,

Immune Precipitation,

WB,

Western Blotting.
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It

can

be

seen from these data that generally high

levels

of

anti-peptide antibody were achieved using the immunization scheme
described.
In subsequent experiments antibody titers measured
against peptide have ranged between 1/75,000 and 1/1,000,000.
Despite high anti-peptide ELISA titers, anti-viral titers in
For example
these assays have been lower and less consistent.
rabbits 7542, 7543 and 8827 were all immunized in the same manner
with the 20 amino acid peptide GP-C 59-79 and all three produced
antibody titers
of 1/16,000 against peptide.
When measured

against

virus

these

three sera

titered

1/64,

1/16

and

1/4

respectively.
Despite the low ELISA titers
all three sera were
active against native GP-l in immune precipitation assays and all
reacted with denatured GP-I in Western blots leading us to
discount the significance
of low anti-viral ELISA results.
Similarly sera from rabbits 9257 and 9258 reacted only moderately
against virus in
ELISA but in Western blots were strongly
positive at dilutions of 1/400 and greater (Figure 12A).
Also
shown is the inhibition of binding activity by the addition of 1
ug of free peptide to the antisera before use in the blot (Figure
12B),
thus confirming that the anti-viral activity was due to
peptide immunization and not an effect of polyclonal stimulation
by or molecular mimicry with the KLH carrier protein.
Using these techniques we were able as shown in
Figure 2 to
definitively map the gene order of the S-RNA of LCMV.
On the GPC precursor molecule,
GP-l occupies the amino terminal and GP-2
the carboxy terminal domain.
We wished then to define the limits
of each glycoprotein.
Sequence comparison between LCXV-Arm and
WE and Pichinde GP-Cs revealed several conserved features near
the middle of the approximately 500 amino acid molecule.
As
shown in
Figure 13,
a sequence homology of 11 of 12 residues
appears at amino acids 228-239 (238-249 in Pichinde) and a second
stretch of 12 of 15 is conserved at 272-286 (281-295
in
PV).
Between these conserved stretches there is
little
significant
conservation with the exception of the double basic amino acid
sequence-RR- at 262-263 in LCM,
and -RK- at 271-272 in Pichinde.
We reasoned that since there are a number of biological
systems
in
which double basic residues serve to signal proteolytic
processing events that the double basic sequence might serve the
same function in arenavirus GP-C processing.
Therefore we made
peptides corresponding to the two conserved sequences flanking
the -RR- putative cleavage site.
The results of analysis of
these peptides is shown in Table 4 and Figure 14.
In
the next
contract period we will synthesize and study additional peptides
representing
the major portion of the GP-C gene of LC•IV.
Complete sequences of GP-Cs of LCM Pichinde and Lassa viruses are
shown in Figure 15. Antibody to peptide 228-239 reacted with GP-l
and 272-285 with GP-2.
Furthermore,
we have synthesized an
additicn-!
peptide
253-262 which represents
the
sequence
immediately adjacent
on the amino terminal side of tha -RRdoublet,
and this antibody recognizes GP-1.
Thus it is u:nlikely
that the cleavage of GP-C to produce GP-l and GP2 occurs anywhere
but at the double basic residue -RR- at positions 262-263.
This
is
the first
use of the synthetic peptide approach to precisely
localize the cleavage signal for a protein and will undoubtedly
29
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48B=LEHAKTGETSVPKC

Reacti-n of rabbit antibody to peptide GP-C 378-391
Figure 12.
postPr bleed and
A.
Panel
LEH-AKTGZTSVPKCsequence
the
in
migrati~ng
band
a
with
react~ofl
showing
sera
immunization
Panel
serumn.
anti-LCZIV
pig
guinea
by
indicated
GP-2
of
posit~ion
Antipeptide serum, reacts at 1/100 and 1/400) with GP-2 but
B.
addition of 1 ug of free peptide abolishes reactivity.
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PUTATIVE CLEAVAGE REGION OF GP-C
225
235
2145
255
265
275
285
LC1,1V ARM YQYLTIO NGTW,,ENHCTYAGPFGM',SRI LLSOEKTKFrj-RLGTFTWTLSDSSGVENPGGC LT L
LCIMV WE
* Re**
*R** * *R *.e.94
FA.** Lt S*
*O***
.*
PICHINDE *NF **T* *****T *TPMAT IRMA Q RTAYSSV SffD*L F**D4OOQHV*.4E
'235

Figure 13.
Amino acid sequence arcund the cleavage sitof p
C.
Comparison of LC:*!-Arm with LCITV-WE and Pichnin-C0
G~P-pc
seauences is shown.
Sequences chosed for, peptide sythss&r
UnderliLned.syteiar
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antipeptide.~

-4GP-Z
'4

Figure 14.
Reaction of anti-penti.de antibodies, correOspond-4."c
to sequences flanking the GP-C c~leavage site,
Witýh
LCI-V
structural proteins.
Reaction of 4uinea Pig polyclonal'antibody
to the virus is shown for comparison (anti4-LC'IV) .
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arenaviruses.
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Moreover,
in a number of biologic systems
be useful to others.
and the complement system, cleavage
enzymes,
including viruses,
For
activates or regulates biological functions of a molecule.
example in the paramyxo- and coronaviruses proteolytic cleavage
F1 + F, and E,
activates the fusion function by cleavage of Fo
The anti-peptide reagents we
E2 A + E2B respectively (19,20).
have made representing the cleavage domain will provide useful
probes to study the process of cleavage, and potential biological
it is worth
Finally,
activity of the cleaved glycoproteins.
noting that sequence data for the Lassa GP-C supplied to us by
David Auperin at CDC (personal communication) reveals precisely
the sare architecture around the cleavage site as we have
described for LCM and Pichinde viruses.
Our efforts to define the structural and functional topography of
Currently we are preparing antisera to a series
GP-C continue.
of overlapping peptides spanning the bulk of the GP-C molecule in
an effort to 1) define regions accessible at the surface of
virus
native GP-1 and 2;
2)
to survey for evidence of
neutralizing activity in association with a specific region or
regions of GP-l; and 3) to identify peptides with stimulatory
activity for T- helper and cytotvxic cells. We have also made an
effort to identify regions which are conserved broadly among
arenaviruses with the interest of producing a set of widely
epplicable antibody probes for the glycoproteins of a number of
the viruses.
E.

Anti-idiotypic approaches to immunization:

Pilot studies

We have begun studies to determine the feasibility of preparing
arenaviruses.
The
an anti-idiotypic vaccine (21)
against
observation of a single neutralizing determinant shared among
multiple strains and immunodominance of that site in polyclonal
antibody responses suggested to us that an an-i-idiotypic vaccine
We purified monoclonals reacting with site
could be prepared.
and reduced
GP-lA,
the major neutralizing determinant on LCMV,
Purified
these to F(Ab) fragments by digestion with pepsin.
F(Ab) was used to immunize guinea pigs and rabbits to produce
anti-F(Ab) which was then adsorbed with an unrelated IgG2A
The
monoclonal to remove anti-xenotypic and isotypic reactivity.
relevant,
immunizing
adsorbed
sera
react only with the
monoclonal.
We are currently in the process of confirming antiidiotypic reactivity by showing the ability of the adsorbed
An
antisera to block monoclonal antibody-antigen interaction.
internal image anti-idiotypic antibody Uould be predicted to
Once specificity has been
block the antigen antibody union.
affinity
antibody will be purified
by
demonstrated
the
chromatcgraphy on a column containing the immunizing GP-!A
monoclonal antibody, F(Ab) fragments will be prepared, and guinea
The animals will be monitored for
pigs will be immunized.
production of LC.IV neutralizing antibody and will ultimataly be
If protection can be
challenged with LCMV-WE to test protection.
demonstrated we will extend these studies in collaboration with
who was a partner in the pilot work,
to include
Dr.
Jahrling,
anti-Id prepared against monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies to
34
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Lassa virus.
If
these pilot experimentr
i show evidence of
neutralizing response and/or protection we will move rapidly to
produce monoclonal anti-idiotypic antibodies which would then
supply a virtually unlimited source of a given immunogen of
interest.
Success of this approach hinges upon identifying the
appropriate
internal
image
anti-Id
which
mimics
the
conformational structure of the neutralizing site on the virus.
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Appndnix 11
Complete nucleotide sequence of the L*CMV Armstrong S RNA.
sequence is shown as duplex DNA running 51 to 3f.
glycoprotein coding region is located at the 5' end of
sequence and the nucleoprotein coding region at the 3' end.
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